
Youth unempoyment situation in

Lithuania



Statistics 

Number of survey respondents: 

130

Male: 52

Female: 78

Avarage age: 16,4



1. Who is an unemployed person?
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2. What is youth unemployment?
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3. What is the % of unemployed youth in 

Lithuania?
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Lithuania?



4. Why do you think the youth is 

unemployed?
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5. At what age the youth may apply for a 

job according to the law of Lithuania?
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6. What knowledge and skills the youth 

should have to begin independently their 

working lives? (You may mark more than 

one answer)
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7. What institutions in Lithuania are 

dealing with problems of youth 

unemployment? Where can you go if you 

are left with no job?
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8. Does your school provide you with 

someone who can advise you future 

career?
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9. Have you ever worked?



10. What is/was your occupation?

 Shop assistant

 Baby –sitter

 Chasier

 Waiter

 Garderner

 Manager



11. What age did you first start working?

 13  - 16



12. What is/was your brutto salary? * 

brutto is before deduction of tax

 From 10 to 15 euro per hour



13. Do you have an official contract with 

your employer?



14. How many hours per day do you work?



15. Was it difficult for you to find a job?



16. Can you combine studying with 

working at the same time?



17. What would you like to know more 

about a labour market and unemployment?

 Job possibilities in foregn countries

 CV writing

 Good job interview

 Work places in my region

 How to start pension fund

 If the government will reduce taxes for

unemplyed youth


